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(PDV uključen)

ATTW-4606-1 Pumpa Attwood Tsunami 500 12V KOM 178,00

ATTW-4608-1 Pumpa Attwood Tsunami 800 12V KOM 288,00

ATTW-4609-1 Pumpa Attwood Tsunami 800 24V KOM 449,00

ATTW-4612-1 Pumpa Attwood Tsunami 1200 12V KOM 289,00

ATTW-4613-1 Pumpa Attwood Tsunami 1200 24V KOM 529,00

ATTW-4640-7 Pumpa morske vode Attwood Aerator 500 3-1/2 414,00

ATTW-4643-7 Pumpa morske vode Attwood Aerator 500 3/4 414,00

ATTW-4650-7 Pumpa morske vode Attwood Aerator 800 3-1/2 512,00

With their innovative engineering and compact design, Tsunami pumps deliver high output from a small 

package. We use the advanced material available, including the best quality bearings and state-of-the-art 

brushes, alloys and magnets. Our patented shaft seal prevents leaks caused by misalignment and out caulked 

and tinned wiring eliminates wicking, prevents water damage and resists corrosion.

Boaters, boat-builders and dealers all want one thing from their bilge pumps — more power! And that's what 

the Tsunami® Series delivers... with high-capacity, high-efficiency output. 

With their innovative engineering and compact design, Tsunami pumps deliver high output from a small 

package. We use the advanced material available, including the best quality bearings and state-of-the-art 

brushes, alloys and magnets. Our patented shaft seal prevents leaks caused by misalignment and out caulked 

and tinned wiring eliminates wicking, prevents water damage and resists corrosion.

Boaters, boat-builders and dealers all want one thing from their bilge pumps — more power! And that's what 

the Tsunami® Series delivers... with high-capacity, high-efficiency output. Tsunami Cartridge pumps have 

replaceable / interchangeable motor cores. Makes servicing simple and quick.

With their innovative engineering and compact design, Tsunami pumps deliver high output from a small 

package. We use the advanced material available, including the best quality bearings and state-of-the-art 

brushes, alloys and magnets. Our patented shaft seal prevents leaks caused by misalignment and out caulked 

and tinned wiring eliminates wicking, prevents water damage and resists corrosion.

Boaters, boat-builders, and dealers all want one thing from their bilge pumps — more power! And that's what 

the Tsunami® Series delivers... with high-capacity, high-efficiency output Tsunami Cartridge pumps have 

replaceable / interchangeable motor cores. Makes servicing simple and quick.

With their innovative engineering and compact design, Tsunami pumps deliver high output from a small 

package. We use the most advanced material available, including the best quality bearings and state-of-the-art 

brushes, alloys and magnets. Our patented shaft seal prevents leaks caused by misalignment and our caulked 

and tinned wiring eliminates wicking, prevents water damage and resists corrosion.

Three high-efficiency aerator pumps that move water at output capacities of 500 gph, 800 gph and 1200 gph. 

With their innovative engineering and compact design, Tsunami pumps deliver high output from a small 

package.

Output & Performance: Move more water and oxygen into livewell tanks to keep fish active; Cooler-running 

motors, premium materials, watertight seals and waterproof wiring
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ATTW-4505-1 Kaljužna pumpa Attwood 500 12V KOM 470,00

ATTW-4507-1 Kaljužna pumpa Attwood 750 12V KOM 549,00

ATTW-4508-1 Kaljužna pumpa Attwood 750 24V KOM 851,00

ATTW-4511-1 Kaljužna pumpa Attwood 1100 12V KOM 564,00

ATTW-4512-1 Kaljužna pumpa Attwood 1100 24V KOM 1.053,00

ATTW-4730-1 Pumpa kaljužna Attwood HD 1700 12V 876,00

ATTW-4760-1 Pumpa kaljužna Attwood HD 2000 12V KOM 949,00

ATTW-4770-1 Pumpa kaljužna Attwood HD 2000 24V KOM 1.264,00

ATTW-4141-1 Attwood kutija sa Saharom 500 12V KOM 1.013,00

ATTW-4143-1 Attwood kutija sa Saharom 750 12V KOM 1.363,00

Heavy-Duty Bilge Pumps integrate the highest quality bearings, brushes, alloys and magnets designed to 

withstand extreme usage cycles. Pump all employs an exclusive shaft and motor compartment, reducing wear 

and significantly extending pump life. Advanced resin compositions incorporated in exterior to resist chemicals 

such as engine oil, aggressive detergents and hose plasticizers. Attwood’s Heavy Duty bilge has unsurpassed 

durability and efficiency in a compact design to ensure electrical energy is converted to the pump rather than 

excess heat.

The perfect upgrade from 1500 GPH rated pumps especially older and over-rated designs. Easily replaces 2000 

GPH rated pumps. Delivers a true 1700 GPH at open flow while drawing less than 6-amps.

Heavy-Duty Blige Pumps integrate the highest quality bearings, brushes, alloys and magnets designed to 

withstand extreme usage cycles. Pump all employs an exclusive shaft and motor compartment, reducing wear 

and significantly extending pump life. Advanced resin compositions incorporated in exterior to resist chemicals 

such as engine oil, aggressive detergents and hose plasticizers. Attwood’s Heavy Duty bilge has unsurpassed 

durability and efficiency in a compact design to ensure electrical energy is converted to the pump rather than 

excess heat.

Attwood's highest capacity pump! Ball-bearing design provides for cooler motor operation and longer life, 

Delivers over 2000 GPH at open flow while drawing less than 7-amps.

An automatic-switch bilge pump is a requirement for any vessels 20’ and over with sleeping accommodations, 

but is a great convenience for any size boat. The Sahara has everything contained in one compact yet durable 

package – pump, wire, seals, strainer, and mercury-free switch –and installs quickly and easily in tight spaces. 

Pumps include 36” lengths of 16-gauge caulked and tinned copper wire.

S500 has plenty of pumping power most jobs. 500 GPH* at open flow, 350 GPH* at 3.3’ head. Draws only 1.5-

amps at open flow!

An automatic-switch bilge pump is a requirement for any vessels 20’ and over with sleeping accommodations, 

but is a great convenience for any size boat. The Sahara has everything contained in one compact yet durable 

package – pump, wire seals, strainer, and mercury-free switch – and installs quickly and easily in tight spaces. 

Pumps include 36” lengths of 16-gauge caulked and tinned copper wire.

S750 is sized for larger recreational boats. Our most powerful 3/4”-outlet automatic pump. 750 GPH* at open 

flow, 625 GPH* at 3.3’ head. 3/4" hose outlet.

An automatic-switch bilge pump is a requirement for any vessels 20’ and over with sleeping accommodations, 

but is a great convenience for any size boat. The Sahara has everything contained in one compact yet durable 

package – pump, wire seals, strainer, and mercury-free switch – and installs quickly and easily in tight spaces. 

Pumps include 36” lengths of 16-gauge caulked and tinned copper wire.

S1100 is our most powerful and efficient automatic pump. High capacity for larger boats and yachts. 1100 GPH* 

at open flow, 973 GPH* at 3.3’ head. 1-1/8” hose outlet.
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ATTW-4201-1 Plovak pumpe Attwood 12-24V (12 - 6A) KOM 211,00

ATTW-4202-1 Plovak pumpe Attwood 12-24V (12 - 6A) KOM 199,00

ATTW-4801-1 Elektronski prekidač Attwood Bilge 12V KOM 283,00

ATTW-4802-7 Elektronski prekidač Attwood Bilge 24V KOM 444,00

Converts bilge pumps to fully automatic operation. Maximum amp draw is 12 amps (at 12-volt D.C.) or 6-amps 

(at 24-Volts D.C.). Features a compact, low profile design that mounts on any surface from a horizontal up to a 

24° angle. Incorporates a reliable and affordable mechanical switch that actuates pump motor at 2” water level. 

Wire leads do not flex or hinge with the float as on some competitive models. Integral cover dampens bilge 

sloshing to reduce pump cycling, and prevents debris interference. Sealed switch mechanism resists moisture, 

fume-ignition, and electrical shock. Contains no mercury, which is listed as a health hazard and “Persistent Toxic 

Substance” in over 26 states.

Converts bilge pumps to fully automatic operation. Maximum amp draw is 12 amps (at 12-volt D.C.) or 6-amps 

(at 24-Volts D.C.). Features a compact, low profile design that mounts on any surface from a horizontal up to a 

24° angle. Incorporates a reliable and affordable mechanical switch that actuates pump motor at 2” water level. 

Wire leads do not flex or hinge with the float as on some competitive models. Integral cover dampens bilge 

sloshing to reduce pump cycling, and prevents debris interference. Sealed switch mechanism resists moisture, 

fume-ignition, and electrical shock. Contains no mercury, which is listed as a health hazard and “Persistent Toxic 

Substance” in over 26 states.

Float switch installs directly onto the rear slots of the V-Series pump bracket. Features a convenient test knob 

to test pump operation.

Incorporates a proprietary Electronic Sensing technology to detect bilge water levels and trigger pump 

activation and has been engineered to operate in any bilge water mixture consistently without failure. Your 

pump won’t be exposed to continuous cycling as the S3 switch can easily distinguish splashing bilge water, 

chemicals, sludge build up or foam and comes equipped with fully sealed electronics that are completely 

protected from water or chemical damage. For added convenience, the bilge switch can be mounted on the 

floor of the bilge directly to a stringer wall or alongside the basket of the pump without added components or 

brackets. The S3 Series switch is also directly compatible with all competitive products and free of moving parts 

that can jam up, break or wear out over time.

Incorporates a proprietary Electronic Sensing technology to detect bilge water levels and trigger pump 

activation and has been engineered to operate in any bilge water mixture consistently without failure. Your 

pump won’t be exposed to continuous cycling as the S3 switch can easily distinguish splashing bilge water, 

chemicals, sludge build up or foam and comes equipped with fully sealed electronics that are completely 

protected from water or chemical damage. For added convenience, the bilge switch can be mounted on the 

floor of the bilge directly to a stringer wall or alongside the basket of the pump without added components or 

brackets. The S3 Series switch is also directly compatible with all competitive products and free of moving parts 

that can jam up, break or wear out over time.
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